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In a series of tweets Friday morning, President Trump
confirmed that he is under investigation by the special
counsel, former FBI Director Robert Mueller,
appointed by his own Department of Justice to look
into allegations of collusion between the Trump
election campaign and Russian government officials.
Trump seemed to threaten the Justice Department
official who appointed Mueller, Deputy Attorney
General Rod Rosenstein, tweeting, “I am being
investigated for firing the FBI Director by the man who
told me to fire the FBI Director! Witch Hunt.”
The president was referring to the fact that Rosenstein
drafted a memo on why FBI Director James Comey
should be fired, and that special counsel Mueller is
reportedly including the firing of Comey within the
scope of his investigation, as an instance of possible
obstruction of justice.
Trump’s latest tweets suggested that the raging
conflict within the American ruling class—spawned by
differences over foreign policy, in relation to the Syrian
war but more generally involving US-Russian
relations—could be reaching a new point of explosion.
The conflict between Trump and his own Justice
Department has become increasingly tense and public.
Last week, it was widely reported that Attorney
General Jeff Sessions had offered to resign because of
Trump’s criticism of his decision to recuse himself
from all investigations related to the Russia and the
Trump election campaign, in which Sessions had
played a prominent role.
The recusal by Sessions left decision-making
authority in the hands of Deputy Attorney General
Rosenstein. Eight days after Trump fired Comey,
Rosenstein named Mueller special prosecutor, giving
him significant independent resources to continue the
Russia investigation.

It was widely reported Thursday that Mueller has
expanded the scope of the investigation beyond the
question of possible collusion between Trump
campaign aides and alleged Russian involvement in
hacking attacks on the Democratic National Committee
and the Hillary Clinton campaign.
The Washington Post reported that Mueller had
sought the testimony of several top intelligence
officials, including Admiral Michael Rogers, director
of the National Security Agency, and Director of
National Intelligence Daniel Coats, about Trump’s
requests that they intervene with Comey to block the
Russia investigation.
The New York Times reported that former members
of Trump’s transition team were given “preservation
orders” Thursday to safeguard documents, including
electronic records like email, related to the ongoing
Russia investigation. A memo from the general counsel
of the transition team, cited by the Times , required
preservation of records relating to Russia, Ukraine and
five former Trump aides, including former national
security adviser Michael Flynn and former campaign
manager Paul Manafort. It was not clear whether these
records would be sought by Mueller, or the various
Senate and House committees investigating alleged
Russian interference in the US election, or all of these.
The Post also reported that Mueller was looking into
possible financial connections between Trump’s son-inlaw Jared Kushner, now a top White House adviser,
and a Russian bank, as well as other financial dealings
with Russia on the part of others in the Trump
entourage.
Trump’s thinly veiled attack on Rosenstein could be
a precursor either to Trump demanding that Rosenstein
fire Mueller—which he would likely refuse—or Trump’s
firing Rosenstein himself. Or Rosenstein might seek to
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forestall such a confrontation by recusing himself from
further involvement in the Mueller-led probe, on the
grounds that his own actions in firing Comey were now
a subject of the investigation.
Any of these alternatives would have the same
outcome: decision-making authority over Mueller and
the Russia investigation would pass into the hands of
the third-ranking official in the Department of Justice,
Associate Attorney General Rachel Brand, a former
Bush administration official who later served as chief
counsel for the US Chamber of Commerce.
There were several unconfirmed press reports Friday,
citing unnamed sources in the Justice Department, that
Rosenstein was preparing to recuse himself. ABC
News reported that Rosenstein had already notified
Brand that she would take over if he did so.
Right-wing media backers of Trump have been
preparing the ground for Trump to fire Rosenstein,
Mueller or both. Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich
this week called Mueller “now clearly the tip of the
deep state spear aimed at destroying or at a minimum
undermining and crippling the Trump presidency.”
The Republican National Committee denounced the
Washington Post report on Mueller now targeting
Trump for a potential obstruction of justice charged,
declaring, “This story is nothing more than an example
of even more leaks coming out of the FBI and special
counsel’s office in an effort to undermine the
President.”
President Trump cannot invoke executive privilege in
relation to the Mueller investigation because it is being
conducted by the Justice Department, an arm of the
executive branch itself. As determined by the Supreme
Court during the Watergate crisis of 1973-74, executive
privilege can only be cited in relation to congressional
investigations, since it stems from the separation of
powers between the executive and legislative branches.
Trump’s only recourse is to dismiss Mueller outright.
Senior congressional Republicans, alarmed that
Trump might touch off a new political firestorm, have
warned him against firing Mueller. These included
House Speaker Paul Ryan, and Republican senators
John Thune, John McCain, Lindsey Graham and Susan
Collins.
Kenneth Starr, the independent counsel in the
Whitewater and Monica Lewinsky investigation that
led to the impeachment of President Bill Clinton, wrote

in an op-ed column in the Washington Post, “Mueller
should be allowed to do his work unhindered and
unimpeded. Absent the most extreme circumstances,
the president would be singularly ill-advised to
threaten, much less order, Mueller’s firing.”
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